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resulted in heavy cuts when released 

onytJXhifM. Old. ^ 
Occasionally Bava deviated from 

the horror market and dabbled in the 

HERCULES IN THE HAUNTED 
WORLD, with Chris Lee again as the 
villain. This proved to be the best of the 
HERCULES outings with Bava’s ar- 

final story in which Karloff becomes a 
vampire and then preys on his loving 
family. His grandson dies first and is 

superb film. With BLOOD AND 
BLACK LACE (1964), Bava antici- 

referredto as “Stalk ‘n’ Slash”. Here he 

Bartok and Cameron MitchcU. The 

fi came in 1965. PLANET OF THE 
VAMPIRES proved an effective and 
intelligent combination of sci-fi and 

unknown signals. Upon landing, the crew 
of each ship go berserk and attack each 
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a derelict spacecraft with the skeletal who axes brides out of his fury at being dinary ability in extracting 
remains of aliens, whose spirits inhabit impotent with his own wife. He keeps thrills from irrational 
the dead bodies with the hope of con- a raom full of 
quering the Earth. On a very low budget, bridal gowns an 
Bava shrouds his sets in gbwing mists these himself. 
with colorful lighting adding si 
beauty. Bava’s images here are often beyond This lacks the haunting atmo- 
compared to those later seen in ALIEN, sphere of Bava’s period horror movies 

Perhaps hying to broaden his but is still fairly compelling and an 
horizons, Bava made an unwise attempt interesring character study. Next to 

it humor with DR. GOLDFOOT foUow was FIVE DOLLS FOR AN 
AND THE GIRL BOMBS in 
This a 

fashion. Basicalty it became 
irS A KNOCKOUT, v 

. AUGUST MOON (1970). This character determined tc 

and gold, deceives the police and proved to be one of the directors 
soon finds herself in a w< 

■ the Agatha Christie 
inspired movies AND THEN THERE 
WERE NONEandTENLITTLEINDI- 

of stolen bank notes. This enjoyable plodding 

Dino De Laurentis. inspired n 

of giallo films like THE EVIL EYE ar 
BLOOD AND BLACK LACE, Bai 
made three films in as many years are reduced in number, 
which challenged his abilities in this handling of the murders 
field. The firet of these was 1969’s A above sheer tedium. He’ 
HATCHET FOR THE HONEY- successful however with 
MOON a curious offering starring THE DEATH NERVE 
Stephen Forsyth as a fashion designer Here Bava demonstra- 

later. conducted by Robert Alda. These 
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HABYeY KeiieL 
OVERVIEW 

band, was bom in New York in 194 
His first three films were for Mar 

boldng at the parts he played in the 
movies (MEAN STREETS in partic 
lar}, it looked as if he was set to 

DeNiro, in the years ahead. He has, 

S:orL’se pictures since ALICE 
DOESN’T LIVE HERE ANY¬ 
MORE nineteen years ago. 

as DeNiro, if nowhere near as 
famous. One of the most respected 
actors within the film industry, he has 
long since been established as the 
star of movies by a selection of 
mavericks including, Nicholas Roeg, 
Paul Schrader, Abel Fcrrera, Ridley 
Scott, Jack Nicholson and Dario 
Argento. And, of course was a 
driving force (both on and off screen) 

Tarantino s RESERVOIR DOGS. 

much of the decade, undoubtedly his 

^T TEM^ATION OF CHRIST, 

way for a clutch of fast-talking foul Keitel chose the 
mouthed, blood drenched New York was offered by Sc 
fables that tried to capture the atmo- the song that he 

but failed. Even Tarantino’s RESER- DRIVER, and 
VOIR DOGS has it’s flaws magnified DUELLISTS. Here Keitel plays < 
and is tramped upon some '■ 

THE 

MEAN STREETS. The scale 

Keitel is similar to DeT 
. DRIVER. Incidentally, 

roles supplied by the 
MEAN STREETS and TAXI 
DRIVER, with similar subtle themes 
of redemption running throughout both 

on which to command an entire film from 

In TAXI DRIVER. Keitel excels 
, pimp to Jodie Foster and 

opposite Keith Carradine and Edward 
Fox in a typical Scott extravaganza 

/en by complete with stunning visuals and 
TAXI extremely fragile storyline. Quite enter- 

f these taining with fine performances all round, 
this helped firet-time director Scott 
land ALIEN. 

■■■ In the following yeais, Keitel 
appeared in such films as EX¬ 
POSED with Nastassia Kinski, Nic 
Roeg’s psycho-sexual BAD TIM¬ 
ING and Brian DePalma’s 

eighties was^^n Scorcese’s LAST 
TEMPTATION - a long, touching, 
dusty, bleak but ultimately uplifting 
telling of the Christ story that is far 

extremely bad publicity would lead 
you to believe. As aforementioned, 
Keitel keeps the ship afloat when 

burden in terms of scale and 
character gets too fnuch for William 

fine job with the role of Jesus. But 
is Keitel’s excellent, mature perfor- 

Judas, the disciple and 
subsequent betrayer, that adds real depth 
to a fine picture that is always at risk of 

Thankfully, Keitel’s stand out turn, 
along with Dafoe and the excellent 
Barbara Hershey, Harry Dean Stanton 
and David Bowie, manages to hold 
together a verywatchable piece of work. 
This is the last Scorcese/Keitel project to 
date (Although Keitel’s wife, Lorraine 
Branco, put in a highly acclaimed 
performance beside Robert DeNiro, 
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-:-ALEX J. LOW 
Fred Olen Rapis a name TOONS and the excellent SPONSE. Respected for 

every reader 
familiar with 
output is greater 
amount of lies 
politicians, 
such infamous 
titles as THE 

be very action-thriller ARMED RE- working with often impossibly 
small budgets, Fred Olen Ray 
has ran his own distribution 
company and worked with the 

s of Lee Van Cleef and 
[nCarradine. I am pleased 
to say that Ray took some 
time out for this exclusive 

interview. 
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THE 
MAN 
WHO 

Veronika Tzarin 
Although he is relatively well known 

Alejandro Jodorowsky is virtually 
unknown elsewhere, except to a few 

psychological and grotesque films. His 
most recent work, SANTA SANGRE 
{1990}, is the only one readily available 

SANTA SANGRE is definitely the 

country (all of Jodorowsky’s films 
are made in Mexico). The circus is 
run by El Gran Orgo, a huge, blond- 
wigged tcquila-swiUing American knife- 

Concha, the beautiful trapeze artist 
(owing in part to Orgo’s ability to hypno¬ 
tize her), but Concha has joined a 
religious cult, the Santa Sangre (Holy 
Blood), which celebrates in sanguine 
detail the martyrdom of a girl who had 
her arms cut off by her attackers.-When 
the cult is destroyed. Concha returns to 
the circus, but still burns with the fire of a 
zealot. Jodorowsl^, who is of Polish- 

at Catholicism, and Christian cultism 

Concha soon discovers Orgo 

nLLIKGMlN 20 



Unfortunately, they 
early 70’s, and look it. 
the 70’s clothes and 

Concha and Orgo 

ELTOPO is a pastiche of a Sergio 

plays the Man in Black, who ends up 
eagle, totally dehu 

Following 

Until the success 
of SANTA 
S A N G R E 
Jodorowsl^ was 

: able to come up 

psychoanalysis and the Tarot are well 
evident here, as the film is rich in symbol¬ 
ism and explores both Freudian and 
Jungian ideas, in an entertaining and 
sometimes shocking way. As with all 
of Jodorowsky’s films, SANTA 
SANGRE is very colorful and visual. 

Jodorowsky’s two other films avail¬ 
able in English, EL TOPO and THE 
HOLY MOUNTAIN (1973) are also 

TOPOLS definitely one of the ^most 

a (veiy-hard-to-find) book which was 
released in the early 70’s. Apparently, 
Jodorowslo/ is considering making a 
sequel, THE SONS OF EL TOPO, 
with his three sons, all of whom have 

THE HOLY MOUNTAIN is even 

scene of CALIGULA, and was in THE 
RULING CLASS, playing a loon who 
believed himself to be 
simultaneously Jesus AND Jack the Rip- 

it is certain that Jodorowsl^’s next film 
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She may not be all that well 
known and Indeed has only 
starred In one feature film to 
date, Hugh Gallagher's video 
movie GOROTICA. In that 
Ghetty played the deranged 
Carrie, a necrophiliac who steals 
almost fresh corpses from grave¬ 
yards has her very wicked way 
with them before selling them 
onto Blake, a victim of AIDS 
who buys corpses for sex. This 
uncompromising story led to 
much controversy including 
certain magazines refusing to 
advertise the ambitious 
project. Without a doubt, 
the presence of Ghetty 

GOROTICA work. She 
pus in an impressive 
debut and is sexually 
stunning. During the 
course of the below inti: 
view we learn that there 
is much more to Ms. 
Chasun than appears to 
be the case, so 1 will not 
say anymore and let 
Ghetty speak for herself. 
This is a rare, exclusive 
interview with a very hard 
to get hold of woman. 



Gallagher through 

work before GOROTICA. I met Donald 

with a womanpartner, under the name 
Sister Nagsters. Donald and I 

that ended up falling through. One day 
Donald told me about a gun; (Hugh) 
from Illinois who wa 
Memphis and they : 
So I called, Hugh 

Sunday night. M . 
up really early and shot all the graveyard 

that point and took off back to^Nashville. ] 

TUT S SMALL BALLAD. 

SCREAMING 
FOR SANITY a sequel to TRUTH OR 
DARE made in 1986 by Tim Ritter. 

J.M. McCarthy, who co- 
GOROTICA, has a comic 

book called CADAVERA which he’s 
hoping to bring to life. I’ll be playing the 

ing back and forth. Hopefully we’ll be 
■lis summer in Memphis and 
And a third long term 

h Donald Farmer. Itallkind 
Mth filming a 
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affair, even if’ it was still a far cry the 

violence was a lot more justified. MS. 
45 was an important film for Ferrara, 
because if it had slid into oblivion it 
could have easily spelled the end for it’s 

years later. This is where Ferrara 
reached the point in his career where 
he left behind improvisation in order to 
concentrate on hardboiled thrillers that 

starred Tom Berenger, Melanie 
Griffith and Billy Dee Williams, and 
even just the shorthand of that cast 
gives a fair indication of where Ferrara 
was heading in commercial terms 
anyway. This cautious venturing into 
Hollywood brought almost a fruitful 
association with Micheal Mann, a 

(THIEF, MANHUNTER) and in 
the centre (THE LAST OF THE 
MOHICANS). This association 

episodes of MIAMI VICE and ^e pilot 
movie for the popular CRIME STORY 

CHINA GIRL followed, a - surprise 
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succeeded) difficulties these 

determinati^^;:;:-^ firsMJuse the specta¬ 
tor sees the cstcus &^ks they are almost 
as repulse4^^;^is&-*^'^’ crawling and 
playing in ia®v»raods as the local squire 
is. However,women in charge 
of the freaks expfefewv.to him 

1932 clas^s:fe;ked i;^;S$s 

day off of \ 

by the end 



gladly accept anyomtcas their friend and masterpiece jnvolves Venus conversing 
they want jokingly .M^histes^earded-lady about 

as th^®-:-J5©SSife^*’''can. This almost pnnciperf^v^jemofional sequence is the 
uncarisgaaiKisjdfe^iof the freaks toward weddir®s:;l?atvqt«S:::x:which, coupled with 

(pIay!^;:%;?A/aMiS^iford in great form) lead to,,,what .,*MH know will be a 
and hrs-g;^>Venu&::^fe Hyams) who are horrifi&jxpfjSfeabiifx&^gic, ending, 
the only ones to accept the The banquet sequence has been 
freaks for what they are. noted as a classic mise-en- 
Indecd the most charming scene by critics of the latter 

of simplisticxaisfderstanding a 
1 to M apFireher 
repulsion, life? fey were ii 

being cruel, greedy 
eking of the freaks, whe 
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Jim Van Bebber firet came to the attention of British and 
European genre fans with the underground discovery of his 
impressive debut feature film, DEADBEAT AT DAWN 
which the popular zine “In The Flesh” called ‘perfection on 
celluloid’ a title the low-budget shocker almost certainly 
deserves. The gritty realism of the film and a number of fine 
performances from an amateur cast, including Bebber 
himself, make DEADBEAT AT DAWN one of the most 
atmospheric films of the eighties and the wild finale just has 

equally impressive and disturbing promo's and shorts by 
Bebber surfaced, including the unbelievable 15-minute short 
ROADKILL: THE LAST DAYS OF JOHN MARTIN 
and CHUNKBLOWER, based on a story by the equaHy 
insane Chas. Baiun. Currently trying to seek post- 
production funding for the ambitious CHARLIE’S FAM¬ 
ILY, a story looking at the real history of the Manson 
phenomenon, Bebber’s career is only just beginning and it 
certainly looks bright. 



! I hope both of 

KM; Have you 
i particular film i 

' KM: Is there anyone you would es] 
cially like to work with? Would i 

M: What do you think of the current 
jnsorehip problems in the U.K? I believe 
3U personally met with hostility when 

directors who have influenced m 
as LAST HOUSE ON THE 
DAWN OF THE DEAD. THE EVIL i 
DEAD. ROAD WARRIOR and on 

JB: I think it sucks! At the Scala Cinema 
in February, after ROADKILL, a young 
gentleman approached me and 

KM: What is happening with the excel- pessimistic. Does tl 
lent looking CHARLIE’S FAMILY, view of the world as 

CHUNKBLOWER, b 

FRED OLEN RAY~ 

to do in the future? 

FOR: I would very much like to 
make a general audience film. 
Something that would be actor 
and story driven and appeal to 

GHETTY CHASUN- 
the works. We write create, 
produce, direct, perform, 
publicize and finance every- 

a wide group of people. It’s a Okn Ray is certainly oneof the 
tough bill to fill, but I’m still out most prolific independent Him 
there slugging away. makers working in the genre 

today and probably the only 
And thank Cod you are one in his field who can, in any 

Fred, as without you the way be considered an artist 
shelves of many video stores Thanks for the interview. , 
would be a lot barer as Mr. 

thing on our own. you said Chetty it 
and I hope you, 

I must thank Chetty very enjoyed it too. 
much for hertime and patience 
in conducting this! 
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